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SWISS BLISS

Discover Switzerland’s natural
wonders and urban delights.

T An Unforgettable Journey
With a landscape decorated with snow-capped mountains and
crystal blue lakes, Switzerland’s natural beauty will leave you
breathless. Begin your journey on the GoldenPass Line, a
scenic train route that allows travelers to easily tour the Swiss
countryside. Linking three regions, two languages, and eight
lakes, this trio of trains offers travelers the opportunity to
discover the natural wonders and urban charm of cities like
Lucerne, Interlaken, Montreux, and Lausanne. Hop aboard
to experience the historic grandeur of Swiss railways, while
reveling in the majesty of the passing vistas.
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Relax and Recharge
Let the magnificent Swiss landscape—
from its sky-high peaks to its sparkling
shores—help you unwind and reenergize.
Reconnect with nature at one of
Switzerland’s many hotels tucked away
in the mountains or along the glistening
lakeside. Take a train to Blausee, a deep
blue lake steeped in legend and hidden
deep within a forest outside of Interlaken.
Relax beside the crystal water at Hotel
Blausee, whose 17 rooms provide an
intimate setting for sublime repose. Head
to the hotel’s restaurant to savor trout from
the Blausee’s onsite organic trout farm,
or purchase a picnic basket for a mystical
walk through the surrounding nature park.
Find out more at www.blausee.ch.
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Lausanne: Defined by Dance

Perched alongside Lake Geneva,
the picturesque city of Lausanne
has won the affection of artists
and dancers, dating back to
1915 when Lausanne welcomed
the famed Ballets Russes. The
prestigious international dance
competition, Prix de Lausanne,
has graced the lakeside city since
1973, inspiring continued artistic
expression through the decades. In

recent years, “Les Cartographies”
by Phillipe Saire, small dance
performances in public spaces,
have helped foster appreciation
of Lausanne’s dynamic and
growing artistic atmosphere. For
a deeper look into the city’s dance
heritage, visit the Swiss Dance
Collection, which showcases dance
videography and photography
through the years.

START PLANNING YOUR SWISS GETAWAY AT MYSWITZERLAND.COM.

